he rate-distortion efficiency of today‘s video
compression schemes is based on a sophisticated interaction between various motion representation possibhties, waveform codmg of
dfferences, and waveform coding of various refreshed regions. Hence, a ley problem in high-compression video
coding is the operational control of the encoder. This
problem is compounded by the widely varyltlg content
and motion found in typical video sequences, necessitating
the selection between dfferent representation possibilities
with vaniing rate-distortion efficiency. This article addresses the
problem of video encoder optimization and discusses its consequences o n the compression
architecture of the overall coding
system. Based on the well-laown
hybrid video coding structure,
Lagrangian optimization techniques are presented that try to answer the question:
‘“hat part of the video signal should be coded using what
method and parameter settings?”
I
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Video Compression Basics
Motion video data consists essentially of a time-ordered
sequence of pictures, and cameras typically generate approximately 24,25, or 30 pictures (orjkwes) per second.
This results in a large amount of data that demands the
use of compression. For example, assume that each picture has a relatively low “QCIF” (quarter-common-intermediate-format) resolution (i.e., 176 x 144
samples) for which each sample is digitally represented
with 8 bits, and assume that we slup two out of every
three Dictures in order to cut
down the bit rate. For color pictures. three color comDonent
L
samples are necessary to represent a sufficient color space for
each Dixel. In order to transmit
even this relatively low-fidelity
sequence of pictures, the raw
source data rate is still more than
6 Mbit/s. However, today’s low-cost transmission channels often operate at much lower data rates so that the
data rate of the video signal needs to be further com-
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A History of Existing
Visual Coding
- Standards
H. 120: The first international digital video coding stanMPEG-2: A step higher in bit rate, picture quality, and
dard [3]. It may have even been the first international digital
popularity. MPEG-2 forms the heart of broadcast-quality
compression standard for natural continuous-tone visual
digital television for both standard-definition and
content of any kind (whether video or still picture). H.120
high-definition television (SDTV and HDTV) [ 7-91.
was developed by the ITU-T organization (the International
MPEG-2 video (IS 13818-2/ITU-TH.262) was designed to
encompass MPEG-1 and to also provide high quality with
Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications
Staninterlaced video sources at much higher bit rates. Although
dardization Sector, then called the CCIIIT), and received final approval in 1984. It originally was a conditional
usually thought of as an IS0 standard, MPEG-2 video was
replenishment (CR) coder with differential pulse-code moddeveloped as an official joint project of both the ISO/IEC
ulation (DPCM), scalar quantization, and variable-length
JTCl and ITU-T organizations, and was completed in late
coding, and it had an ability to switch to quincunx
1994. Its primary new technical features were efficient hansub-sampling for bit-rate control. In 1988, a second version
dling of interlaced-scan pictures and hierarchical bit-usage
of H. 120 added motion compensation and background prescalability. Its target bit-rate range was approximately 4-30
diction. (None of the later completed standards have yet inMbit/s.
cluded background prediction again, although a form of it is
H.263: The first codec designed specifically to handle
very low-bit-rate video, and its performance in that arena
in the draft of the future MPEG-4 standard.) Its operational
bit rates were 1544 and 2048 Kbit/s. H.120 is essentially no
is still state-of-the-art [lo, 111.H.263 is the current best
longer in use today, although a few H.120 systems are rustandard for practical video telecommunication.Its origmored to still be in operational condition.
inal target bit-rate range was about 10-30 Kbit/s, but this
H.261: The first widespread practical success-a video
was broadened during development to perhaps at least
codec capable of operation at affordable telecom bit rates
10-2048Kbit/s as it became apparent that it could be superior to H.261 at any bit rate. H.263 (version 1) was a
(with 80-320 Kbit/s devoted to video) [4,5]. It was the first
standard to use the basic typical structure we find still preproject of the ITU-T and was approved in early 1996
dominant today (16x 16macroblock motion compensation,
(with technical content completed in 1995).The key new
technical features of H.263 were variable block-size mo8 x 8 block DCT, scalar quantization, and two-dimensional
tion compensation, overlapped- block motion compensarun-level variable-length entropy coding). H.261 was aption (OBMC), picture-extrapolating motion vectors,
proved by the ITU-T in early 1991 (with technical content
three-dimensional run-level-last variable-length coding,
completed in late 1990). It was later revised in 1993 to include a backward-compatible high-resolution graphics
median MV prediction, and more efficient header infortransfer mode. Its target bit-rate range was 64-2048 Kbit/s.
mation signaling (and, relative to H.261, arithmetic codJPEG: A highly successfulcontinuous-tone, still-picture
ing, half-pixel motion, and bi-directional
coding standard named after the Joint Photographic Experts
prediction-but the first of these three features was also
Group that developed it [ 1,2]. Anyone who has browsed the
found in JPEG and some form of the other two were in
world-wide web has experienced JPEG. JPEG (IS
MPEG-1). At very low bit rates (e.g., below 30 Kbit/s),
10918-l/ITU-T T.81)was originally approved in 1992 and
H.263 can code with the same quality as H.261 using
was developed as an official joint project of both the
half or less than half the bit rate [ 121. At greater bit rates
ISO/IEC JTCl and ITU-T organizations. In its typical use,
(e.g., above 80 Kbit/s) it can provide a more moderate
it is essentially H.261 INTRA coding with prediction of averdegree of performance superiority over H.261. (See also
age values and an ability to customize the quantizer reconH.263 + below.)
struction scaling and the entropy coding to the specific
H.263+: Technically a second version of H.263 [ 10,
picture content. However, there is much more in the JPEG
131. The H.263+ project added a number of new opstandard than what is typically described or used. In particutional features to H.263. One notable technical advance
lar, this includes progressive coding, lossless coding, and
over prior standards is that H.263 version 2 was the first
arithmetic coding.
video coding standard to offer a high degree of error reMPEG-1: A widely successfulvideo codec capable of apsilience for wireless or packet-based transport networks.
proximately VHS videotape quality or better at about 1.5
H.263+ also added a number of improvements in comMbit/s and covering a bit rate range of about 1-2 Mbit/s [6,
pression efficiency, custom and flexible video formats,
71. MPEG-1 gets its acronym from the Moving Pictures Exscalability, and backward-compatible supplemental enperts Group that developed it [6, 71. MPEG-1 video (IS
hancement information. It was approved i n January of
11172-2) was a project of the ISO/IEC JTCl organization
1998 by the ITU-T (with technical content completed in
and was approved in 1993. In terms of technical features, it
September 1997). It extends the effective bit-rate range
added bi-directionally predicted frames (known as
of H.263 to essentially any bit rate and any progresB-frames) and half-pixel motion. (Half-pixel motion had
sive-scan (noninterlace) picture formats and frame rates,
and H.263+ is capable of superior performance relative
been proposed during the development of H.261, but was
apparently thought to be too complex at the time.) It proto any existing standard over this entire range. The first
vided superior quality than H.261 when operated at higher
author was the editor of H.263 during the H.263 + probit rates. (At bit rates below, perhaps, 1 Mbit/s, H.261 perject and is the Rapporteur (chairman) of the ITU-T Adforms better, as MPEG-1 was not designed to be capable of
vanced Video Coding Experts Group (SG16/Q15),
which developed it.
operation in this range.)
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The most successful cli ISS of
video compression des igns are
called hybrid codecs.

redundancy reduction method used in the first digital
video coding standard, ITU-T Rec. H.120 [3]. CR coding consists of sending signals to indicate which areas ofa
picture can just be repeated, and sending new coded information to replace the changed areas. CR thus allows a
choice between one of two modes of representation for
each area, which are called the SKIP mode and the INTRA
mode. However, C R coding has a significant shortcoming, which is its inability to refine an approximation. Often the content of an area of a prior picture can be a good
approximation of the new picture, needing only a minor
alteration to become a better representation. Hut CR coding allows only exact repetition or complete replacement
of each picture area. Adding a third tvpe of “prediction
mode,” in which a refining pame dzference approximation can be sent, results in a further improvement of compression performance.
The concept of frame difference refinement can also be
taken a step further, by adding motion-compensatedprediction (MCP). Most changes in video content are typically
due to the motion of objects in the depicted scene relative
to the imaging plane, and a small amount of motion can
result in a large difference in the values of the pixels in a
picture area (especially near the edges of an object). Often, displacing an area of the prior picture by a few pixels
in spatial location can result in a significant reduction in
the amount of information that needs to be sent as a frame
difference approximation. This use of spatial displacement to form an approximation is known as motion com-

pressed. For instance, using V.34 modems that transmit
at most 33.4 I<bit/s over dial-up analog phone lines, we
still need to compress the video bit rate further by a factor
of about 200 (more if audio is consuming 6 Kbit/s of that
same channel or if the phone line is too noisy for achieving the full bit rate of V.34).
One way of compressing video content is simply to
compress each picture, using an image-coding syntax
such as JPEG [ 1,2]. The most common “baseline” JPEG
scheme consists of breaking up the image into equal-size
blocks. These blocks are transformed by a discrete cosine
transform (DCT), and the DCT coefficients are then
quantized and transmitted using variable-length codes.
We will refer to this kind of coding scheme as
INTRA-frame coding, since the picture is coded without
referring to other pictures in the video sequence. In fact,
such INTRA coding alone (often called “motion J P E G ) is
in common use as a video coding method today in production-quality editing systems that demand rapid access
to any frame of video content.
However, improved compression performance can be
attained by talung advantage
of the large amount of tempoDCT,
ral redundancy in video conInput ame
Encoded Residual
__
Quantization,
tent. We will refer to such
(To Channel)
Entropy Code
techniques as INTER-frame
coding. Usually, much of the
I
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I
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video scene is called conditional replenishment (CR),
and it was the only temporal A 1. Typical motion-compensated DCT video coder.
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In practice, a number of
interactions between coding
decisions must be neglected in
video coding optimization.
pensation and the encoder’s search for the best spatial
displacement approximation t o use is known as motion
estimation. The coding of the resulting difference signal
for the refinement of the MCP signal is linown as displaced frame difference (DFD) coding.
Hence, the most successful class of video compression
designs are called hybrid codecs. The naming ofthis coder
is due to its construction as a hybrid of motion-handling
and picture-coding techniques, and the term codec is used
t o refer to both the coder and decoder of a video compression system. Figure 1 shows such a kybyid coder. Its design and operation involve the optimization of a number
of decisions, including
1. H o w t o segment each picture into areas,
2. Whether or not t o replace each area of the picture
with completely new INTRA-picture content,
3. If not replacing an area with new INTRA content
(a) H o w to do motion estimation; i.e, how t o select
the spatial shifting displacement to use for INTEK-picture
predictive coding (with a zero-valued displacement being
an important special case),
(b) H o w to do DFD coding; i.e., how to select the approximation to use as a refinement of the INTER prediction (with a zero-valued approximation being an
important special case), and
4.If replacing an area with new I N T I U content, what
approximation to send as the replacement content.
At this point, we have introduced a problem for the engineer who designs such a video coding system, which is:
Whatpaaof the imapeshould be coded using what method?If
the possible modes of operation are restricted to INTRA
coding and SKIP, the choice is relatively simple. However,
hybrid video codecs achieve their compression performance by employing several inodes of operation that are
adaptively assigned to parts of the encoded picture, and
there is a dependency between the effects of the motion
estimation and DFD coding stages of INTER coding. The
modes of operation are generally associated with sign a 1- d e pe tide n t rate - d i s t o r t i on character is t i cs , and
rate-distortion trade-offs are inherent in the design of
each ofthese aspects. The second and third items above in
particular are unique to motion video coding. The optimization of these decisions in the design and operation of
a video coder is the primary topic of this article. Some further techniques that go somewhat beyond this model will
also be discussed.
NOVEMBER 1998

Motion-Compensated
Video Coding Analysis
Consider the nth coded picture of size W x H in a video
sequence, consisting of an array I ,, (s) of color component
values (e.g., T,,
(s),Cbn(s), a n d G , , (s)) for each pixel location s = (x,y), in which x and y are integers such that
0 5 x < W and 0 I
y < H . The decoded approximation of
this picture will be denoted as T,,(s).
The typical video decoder (see Fig. 1) receives a representation of the picture that is segmented into some number K of distinct regional areas {al3} $‘I,
. For each area, a
prediction-mode signal p,, E {OJ} is received indicating
whether or not the area is predicted from the prior picture. For the areas that are predicted from the prior picture, a motionvector (MV),denoted v , . ! ~is, received. The
MV specifies a spatial displacement for motion compensation of that region. Using the prediction mode and
jl

Jj

An Overview of Future Visual
Coding Standardization Projects
MPEG-4: A future visual coding standard for both still
and moving visual content. The ISO/IEC SC29 WG11 organization is currently developing two drafts, called version 1 and version 2 of MPEG-4 visual. Final approval of
version 1 is planned in January 1999 (with technical content completed in October 1998), and approval of version
2 is currently planned for approximately one year later.
MPEG-4 visual (which will become IS 14496-2) will include most technical features of the prior video and
still-picture coding standards, and will also include a number of new features such as zero-tree wavelet coding ofstill
pictures, segmented shape coding ofobjects, and coding of
hybrids ofsynthetic and natural video content. It will cover
essentiallyall bit rates, picture formats, and frame rates, including both interlaced and progressive-scan video pictures. Its efficiency for predictive coding of normal
camera-view video content will be similar to that of H.263
for noninterlaced video sources and similar to that of
MPEG-2 for interlaced sources. For some special purpose
and artificially generated scenes, it will provide significantly superior compression performance and new object-oriented capabilities. It will also contain a still-picture
coder that has improved compression quality relative to
JPEG at low bit rates.
H.263+ +: Future enhancements of H.263. The
H.263+ + project is considering adding more optional cnhancements to H.263 and is currently scheduled for completion late in the year 2000. It is a project of the ITU-T
Advanced Video Coding Experts Group (SG16/Q15).
JPEG-2000: A hture new still-picture coding standard. JPEG-2000 is a joint project of the ITU-T SG8 and
ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29 WGl organizations. It is scheduled
for completion late in the year 2000.
H.26L: A future new generation of video coding standard with improved efficiency, error resilience, and streaming support. H.26L is currently scheduled for approval in
2002. It is a project ofthe ITU-T Advanced Video Coding
Experts Group (SG16/Q15).
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Standard Hybrid Video Codec Terminology
he following terms are useful for understanding the
various internationalstandards for video coding:
prediction mode: A basic representation model that is
selected for use in approximating a picture rcgion (INTKA,
INTEK, etc.).
mode decision: An encoding process that selects the
prediction mode for each region to be encoded.
block: A rectangular region (normally of size 8 x 8) in a
picture. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) in standard
video coders operates on 8 x 8 block regions.
macroblock:A region of size 16 x 16 in the luminance
picture and the corresponding region of chrominance information (often an 8 x 8 region), which is associated with
a prediction mode.
motion vector (MV): A spatial displacement offset for
use in the prediction of an image region. In the INTEK prediction mode an MV affects a macroblock region, while in
the INTER+4V prediction mode, an individual MV is sent
for each ofthe four8 x 8 luminance blocks in a macroblock.
motion compensation:A decoding process that represents motion in each region of a picture by application of
the transmitted MVs to the prior decoded picture.
motion estimation: An encoding process that selects
the MVs to be used for motion compensation.
half-pixel motion: A representation of motion in
which an MV may specify prediction from pixel locations
that are halfway between the pixel grid locations in the
prior picture, thus requiring interpolation to construct the
prediction of an image region.
picture-extrapolating MVs: A representation of motion in which an MV may specifyprediction from pixel locations that lie partly or entirely outside the boundaries of
the prior picture, thus requiring extrapolation of the edges
of the picture to construct the prediction of an image region.

T

(Note: TheMVv,.,, hasnoeffect ifpi.. = Oandso theMV
is therefore normally not sent in that case.)
In addition to the prediction mode and M V information, the decoder receives an approximation E,, (s)ofthe
D F D residual errorFl,I, (s)between the true image value
I , (s) and its MCP I , , (s). It then adds the residual signal
to the prediction t o form the final coded representation

Since there is often no movement in large parts ofthe picture, and since the representation of such regions in the
previous picture may be adequate, video coders often
provide special provisions for a SKIP mode of area treatment, which is efficiently transmitted
using very short
code words (p,,, = 1 , ~ , =
, ,O~, R i , n ( s ) = O ) .
I n video coders designed primarily for natural camera-view scene content, often little real freedom is given
to the encoder for choosing the segmentation of the picture into region areas. Instead, the segmentation is typically either fixed t o always consist of a particular
two-dimensional block size (typically 16 x 16 pixels for
prediction-mode signals and 8 x 8 for D F D residual content) or in some cases it is allowed to switch adaptively between block sizes (such as allowing the segmentation
used for motion compensation to have either a 16 x 16 or
8 x 8 block size). This is because providing the encoder
more freedom t o specify a precise segmentation has generally not yet resulted in a significant improvement of
compression performance for natural camera-view scene
content (due to the number of bits needed to specify the
segmentation), and also because determining the best
possible segmentation in an encoder can be very complex.
However, in special applications (especially those including artificially constructed picture content rather than
cmera-view scenes), segmented object-based coding can
be j u s t i f i e d . R a t e - d i s t o r t i o n o p t i m i z a t i o n of
segmentations for variable block-size video coding was
first discussed in [30,31], which was later enhanced to include dynamic programming t o account for sequential
dependencies in [ 371- [ 391. The optimization of coders
that use object segmentation is discussed in an accompanying article [ 151.

Distortion Measures
Rate-distortion optimization requires an ability t o measure distortion. However, the perceived distortion in visual content is a very difficult quantity to measure, as the
characteristics of the human visual system are complex
and not well understood. This problem is aggravated in
video coding, because the addition of the temporal domain relative to still-picture coding further complicates
78

overlapped-block motion compensation (OBMC):
A representation of motion in which the MVs that represent the motion in a picture have overlapping areas of influence.
INTRA mode: A prediction mode in which the picture
content of a macroblock region is represented without reference to a region in any previously decoded picture.
SKIP mode: A prediction mode in which the picture
content of a macroblock region is represented as a copy of
the macroblock in the same location in a previously decoded picture.
INTER mode: A prediction mode in which the picture
content of a macroblock region is represented as the sum of
a motion-compensated prediction using a motion vector,
plus (optionally)a decoded residual difference signal representation.
INTER+4V mode: A prediction mode in which the picture content of a macroblock region is represented as in the
INTEK mode, but using four motion vectors (one for each
8 x 8 block in the macroblock).
INTER+Q mode: A prediction mode in which the picture content of a macroblock is represented as in the INTEK
mode, and a change is indicated for the inverse
quantization scaling of the decoded residual signal representation.
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the issue. In practice, highly imperfect distortion models
such as the sum of squared differences (SSD) or its equivalents, known as mean squared error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), are used in most actual
comparisons. They are defined by
7,G)

= C I F ( s )- G ( s )

1'

better performance can be obtained by including all three
color components. (The chrominance components are
often treated as something of a minor nuisance in video
coding; since they need only about 10% ofthe bit rate of
the luminance they provide a limited opportunity for optimization gain.)

(3)

.,E,?

1
F,G) = -SSD,, ( F , G )

I4

(F,G)= lolog,,,

(4)

(255)2 decibels .
MSE,, (F,G)

(5)

Another distortion measure in common use (since it is often easier to compute) is the sum of absolute differences
(SAD)
SAD, ( F , G )= C I F ' ( s )- G ( s ) I

(6)

,€A

where F and G are two array arguments (such as luminance arrays of the actual and approximated pictures).
These measures are often applied to only the luminance
field of the picture during optimization processes, but

Effectiveness of Basic Technical Features
I n the previous sections we described the various
technical features o f a basic modern video coder. The effectiveness of these features and the dependence of this
effectiveness on video content is shown in Fig. 2. The
u p p e r plot of Fig. 2 s h o w s performance for a
videophone sequence known as Mother 0Daughter,
with moderate object motion and a stationary background. The lower plot o f Fig. 2 shows performance for
a more demanding scene known as Foremun, with heavy
object motion and an unstable hand-held moving camera. Each sequence was encoded in QCIF resolution at
10 frames per second using the framework of a
well-optimized H.263 [ 101 video encoder (using optimization methods described later in this article). (H.263
has 16 x 16 prediction-mode regions called macroblocks
and 8 x 8 DCT-based DFD coding.)

Complicating Factors in
Video Coding Optimization
he video coder model described in this article is useful for
illustration purposes, but in practice actual video coder
designs often differ from it in various ways that complicate
design and analysis. Some of the important differences are
described in the following few paragraphs.
Color chrominance components (e.g., Cb,(s) and Cr,(s))
are often represented with lower resolution (e.g.,
W / 2 x H / 2 ) than the luminance component of the image
Y(s). This is because the human psycho-visual system is
much more sensitive to brightness than to chrominance, allowing bit-rate savings by coding the chrominance at lower
resolution. In such a system, the method of operation must
be adjusted to account for the difference in resolution (for
example, by dividing the MV values by two for chrominance
components).
Since image values I,(s)are defined only for integer pixel
locations s = ( x , y) within the rectangular picture area, the
above model will work properly in the strict sense only if every motion vector v,,,,is restricted to have an integer value
and only a value that causes access to locations in the prior
picture that are within the picture's rectangular boundary.
These restrictions, which are maintained in some early
video-coding methods such as ITU-T Rec. H.261 141, are
detrimental to performance. More recent designs such as
ITU-T Rec. H.263 [ 101 support the removalofthese restrictions by using interpolation of the prior picture for any fractional-valuedMVs (normally half-integer values, resulting in
what is called half-pixel motion) and MVs that access locations outside the boundary of the picture (resulting in what
we call picture-extrapolating MVs). The prediction of an im-

T
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age area may also be filtered to avoid high-frequency artifacts
(as in Rec. H.261 141).
Often there are interactions between the coding of different regions in a video coder. The number of bits needed to
specifyan MV value may depend on the values of the MVs in
neighboring regions. The areas of influence of different MVs
can be overlapping due to overlapped-block motion compensation (OBMC) [16]-[19], and the areas of influence of
coded transform blocks can also overlap due to the application of deblocking filters. While these cross-dependencies
can improve coding performance, they can also complicate
the task of optimizing the decisions made in an encoder. For
this reason these cross-dependencies are often neglected (or
only partially accounted for) during encoder optimization.
One important and often-neglected interaction between the coding of video regions is the temporal propagation of error. The fidelity of each area of a particular
picture will affect the ability to use that picture area for
the prediction of subsequent pictures. Real-time
encoders must neglect to account for this aspect to a large
extent, since they cannot tolerate the delay necessary for
optimizing a long temporal sequence of decisions with
accounting for the temporal effects on many pictures.
However, even nonreal-time encoders also often neglect
this to account for this propagation in any significant
way, due to the sheer complexity of adding this extra dimension to the analysis. An example for the exploitation
of temporal dependencies in video coding can be found
in [20]. The work of Ramchandran, Ortega, and Vetterli
in [ 2 0 ] was extended by Lee and Dickinson in 1211.
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A gain in performance is shown for forming a C R
coder by adding tlie SKIP coding mode to the encoder.
Further gains in performance are shown when adding the
various INTER coding modes to the encoder that were
discussed in the previous sections:
A INTER (MV = (0,O) only): frame-difference coding
with only zero-valued MV displacements
A INTER (Full-pixel motion compensation): integer-pixel (full-pixel) precision motion compensation
with DFD coding
A INTER (Halfipixel motion compensation) : half-pixel
precision motion compensation with D F D coding
A INTER & INTER+4V: half-pixel precision motion compensation with DFl3 coding and the addition of an "advanced prediction" mode (H.263 Annex F), which
includes a segmentation switch allowing a choice of either
one or four MVs per 16 x 16 area and also includes overlapped-block motion compensation (OBMC) and picture-extrapolating MVs [ lo]. (The use offour MVs per
macroblock is called the INTEK+4V prediction mode.)
Except in the final case, tlie same H.263 baseline syntax
was used throughout, with changes only in the coding
method (the lower four curves are thus slightly penalized in
performance by providing syntactical support for features
that are never used in the encoding). In the final case, H.263
syntAx was used with its D and F annexes active [lo].
However, the coding results for the two sequences differ. I n the low-motion sequence, the gain achieved by using CR (a choice of SKIP or INTRA) instead of just
INTIU-picture coding is the most substantial, and as
more features are added, the benefits diminish. O n the
high-motion sequence, C R is not very useful because the
whole picture is changing from frame t o frame, and the
addition of motion compensation using the various
INTER modes provides the most significant gain, with
further gain added by each increasing degree of sophistication in motion handling.

breaks down. For relatively dormant regions of the video,
simply copying a portion of the previously decoded frame
into the current frame may be preferred (SKIP mode). Intuitively, by allowing multiple modes of operation, we expect improved rate-distortion performance if the modes
can significantly customize the coding for different types
of scene statistics, and especially if the modes can be applied judiciously t o different spatial and temporal regions
of an imagc sequence.
The modes of operation that are assigned t o the image regions have differing rate-distortion characteristics, and the goal of an encoder is t o optimize its overall
fidelity: Minimize distortion U , subject to a constraint R,
on the number of bits used R. This constrained problem
reads as follows
min{ZI>, subject t o R < K L.

(7)

The optimization task in Eq. (7) can be clegantly solved
using Lagrangian optimization where a distortion term is
Mother-Daughter, QCIF, SKIP=2, Q=4,5,7,10,15,25
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0ptimization Techniques

I

In the previous section, it was demonstrated that by adding efficient coding options in the rate-distortion sense to
a video codec, the overall performance increases. The optimization task is to choose, for each image region, the
most efficient coded representation (segmentation, prediction modes, MVs, quantization levels, etc.) in the
rate-distortion sense. This task is complicated by the fact
that the various coding options show varying efficiency at
different bit rates (or levels offidelity) and with difkrent
scene content.
For example, in H.263 [lo], block-based motion
compensation followed by quantization of the prediction
error (INTER mode) is an efficient means for coding
much of the key changing content in image sequences.
On the other hand, coding a particular macroblock directly (INTRA mode) may be more productive in situations when the block-based translational motion model
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weighted against a rate term [22-321. The Lagrangian
formulation of the minimization problem is given by
min{ J } , where J = D

+ hR,

(8)

where the Lagrangian rate-distortion functional J is minimized for a particular value of the Lagrange multiplier h.
Each solution to Eq. (8) for a given value of the Lagrange
multiplier h corresponds to an optimal solution to Eq.
(7)for a particular value of R, [22,23]. More details on
Lagrangian optimization are discussed in the accompanying article by Ortega and Ramchandran [ 141.
This technique has gained importance due to its effectiveness, conceptual simplicity, and its ability to effectively evaluate a large number of possible coding choices
in an optimized fashion. If Lagrangian bit allocation and
entropy codes for signaling the coding modes are used,
the number of choices available for use need not be restricted to just a few. As a result, the computation time to
test all the modes may become the limiting factor on performance, rather than the capabilitiesof the syntax itself.
In practice, a number of interactions between coding
decisions must be neglected in video coding optimization. The primary problems are the use of motion estimation and prediction mode decisions, and the common
presence of cascading effects of decisions made for one region on the coding of subsequent regions in space and
time. In addtion, the overall bit rate must typically be
controlled to match the channel capacity-which further
complicates matters. All three quantities, D , h , and R,
tend to be subject to approximations and compromises in
designing video coding systems.

Bit-Rate Control
The overall bit rate of a video coder is determined by its
prediction-mode decisions, MV choices, and DFD coding fidelity. The last of these three is typically the most important for bit-rate control, and the residual fidelity is
typically controlled by choosing a step-size scaling to be
used for inverse quantization reconstruction of the transformed difference signal [331. A larger step size results in
a lower bit rate and a larger amount of distortion. Thus,
the choice of step size is closely related to the choice of the
relative emphasis to be placed on rate and distortion; i.e.,
the choice of h. (The choice of the quantizer step-size
scaling must be communicated to the decoder, but h is an
encoder-only issue and is not needed by the decoder.) As
a last resort, the coding of entire pictures can be skipped
by the encoder as a bit-rate control mechanism (resulting
in a less fluid rendition of motion).
In some cases the bit rate must be controlled to maintain a constant local-average bit rate over time, but in
other cases it may be allowed to vary much more widely
(such as by allowing the amount of scene content activity
to govern the bit rate). Whatever the constraints imposed
on the bit rate of the system, control over h in a
well-optimized encoder can provide an excellent means of
NOVEMBER 1998

meeting those constraints. In a later section we will show
how control over h can be tightly linked to the more conventional practice of control over the inverse quantization
step size,
A feedback control of the buffer state of video codecs
was proposed by Choi and Park in [341, where the control is applied to the Lagrange multiplier h. Trellis-based
buffer c o n t r o l has been presented by O r t e g a ,
Ramchandran, and Vetterli in [35], where fast approximations are achieved using the Lagrangian formulation.
A low-delay rate control method for H.263 was provided
in [361. There are many approaches to rate control; However, the use of the Lagrange multiplier method of optimization within these rate-control schemes can often help
to avoid losses in coding performance that might otherwise result from their use.

Motion Estimation
Ideally, decisions should be controlled by their ultimate
effect on the resulting pictures; however, this ideal may
not be attainable in an encoder implementation. For example, in considering each possible MV to send for a picture area, an encoder should perform an optimized
codng of the residual error and measure the resulting bit
usage and distortion. Only by doing this can it really
choose the best possible MV value to send (even if neglecting the effect of that choice on later choices spatially
and later pictures temporally). However, there are typically thousands of possible MV values to choose from,
and coding just one residual difference signal typically requires a significant fraction of the total computational
power of a practical encoder.
A simpler method of performing motion estimation is
to simply search for an MV that minimizes the prediction
error prior to residual coding, perhaps giving some special
preference to the zero-valued MV and to the MV value
that requires the fewest bits to represent as a result of MV
prediction in the decoder. These biases prevent spurious
large MV values (whch require a large number of bits to
represent but may provide only little prediction benefit).
Further simplification is needed in real-time implementations. A straightforward minimum-squared-error
“U-search)) motion estimation that tests all possible integer values of an MV within a +L range (video coding
syntax typically supports L = 16 or L = 32, and one optional mode of H.263 supports an unlimited range)
would require approximately 3(2L + 1) operations per
pixel (two adds and one multiply per tested MV value).
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A d d n g half-pixelMVs to the search multiplies the number of MV values to test by a factor of four, and adds the
requirement of an interpolation operation for generating
the half-pixelsampling-grid locations in the prior picture.
Such levels of complexity are beyond the capabilities of
many of today’s video coder implementations-and if
this much computational power was available to an implementation, devoting it all to this type of search might
not be the best way to gain performance. Motion estimation complexity is often reduced in implementations by
the use of iterative refinement techniques. While we do
not specifically address reduced-complexity motion estimation herein, rate-distortion optimization w i h the
context of a reduced-complexity search can also often
provide a performance benefit.
We can view MCI? formation as a source coding problem with a fidelity criterion, closely related to vector
quantization. For the number of bits required to transmit
the MVs, MCP provides a version of the video signal with
a certain fidelity. The rate-distortion trade-off can be controlled by various means. One approach is to treat MCP
as entropy-construined vector guuntization (ECVQ) [24,
311. Here, each image block to be encoded is quantized
using its own codeboolc that consists of a neighborhood
of image blocks of the same size in the previously decoded
frames (as determined by the motion estimation search
range). A codeboolc entry is addressed by the translational
MVs, which are entropy coded. The criterion for the
block motion estimation is the minimization of a
Lagrangian cost function wherein the distortion, represented as the prediction error in SSD or SAD, is weighted
against the number of bits associated with t h e
translational MVs using a Lagrange multiplier.
An alternative interpretation is to view the motion
search as an estimation problem: the estimation of a motion displacement field for the image. The problem of
motion estimation becomes increasingly ill-conditioned
as we increase the motion estimation search range and reduce the block size. The ill-conditioning results in a lack
of consistency in the estimated MVs, resulting in a loss of
accuracy in estimating true motion. The Lagrangian formulation can regularize the lsplacement field estimate.
Hence, the Lagrangian formulation yields a solution to
the problem not only when viewing motion estimation as
a source coding technique, but also when viewing it an
ill-condtioned lsplacement field estimation problem.
Block motion estimation can therefore be viewed as
the minimization of the Lagrangian cost h c t i o n

in which the distortionD,,, ,representing the prediction
error measured as SSD or SAD, is weighted against the
associated with the MVs using a
number of bits R,
Lagrange multiplier h MOnON . The Lagrange multiplier
imposes the rate constraint as in ECVQ, and its value &rectly controls the rate-distortion trade-off, meaning that
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small values of h MOnON correspond to high fidelities and
bit rates and large values of h MOnON correspond to lower
fidelities and bit rates. Sullivan and Baler proposed such a
rate-distortion-optimized motion estimation scheme for
fixed or variable block sizes in [3 11, and more work on the
subject has appeared in [32] and [37]-[42].
VariableBlock Sizes
The impact of the block size on MCP fidelity and bit rate
are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the video sequencesMothey 6
DuuJhter (top) and Foyeman (bottom). For the data in
this figure, the motion estimation and compensation
were performed using the sequence of original video
frames, with temporal subsampling by a factor of 3. The
motion estimation was performed by minimizing
JMOTION in Eq. ( 9 ) .In the first part of the motion estimation procedure, an integer-pixel-accurate lsplacement
v e c t o r was f o u n d w i t h i n a search r a n g e of
[-15.151 x [-15.151 pixels relative to the location of the
block t o be s e a r c h e d . T h e n , given t h i s i n t e ger-pixel-accurate displacement vector, its surroun&ng
half-pixel positions were checked for improvements
when evaluating Eq. (9).This second stage of this process
is commonly called half-pixel refinement.
For the curves in Fig. 3, we tested the impact of motion compensation block size on coding performance.
For this test we evaluated three different sets of choices
for 16 x 16 macroblocli prediction modes:
A Case 1: INTER-codingusing only luminance regions of
size 16 x 16 samples (choosing between the SIUP mode
signaled with codeword “1”and the INTER mode signaled with codeword “0” followed by a MV for the
16 x 16 region)
A Case 2: INTER-codmg using o d y luminance blocks of
size 8 x 8 samples (choosing between the SIm mode signaled with codeword “1,”the INTER+4V mode signaled
with codeword “0)) followed by four MVs for 8 x 8regions)
A Case 3 : C o m b i n i n g cases 1 a n d 2 using a
rate-constrained encodmg strategy, which adapts the frequency of using the various region sizes using Lagrange
multiplier optimization (choosing between “1”for SIUP,
“01” for INTER with a MV for the 16 x 16 region, and
“00”for WTER+4V with four MVs for 8 x 8regions) [3 11.
Each MV was represented using the H.263 method of
MV prediction and variable-length coding.
Case 1can achieve better prediction than case 2 at the
lowest mode-decision bit rates, since it can represent a
moving area with one fourth as many MVs. However,
case 1 cannot achieve the predction quality of case 2
when the bit rate is higher, because case 2 can represent
finer motion detail. Summarizing the comparison of
cases 1and 2, the use of 16 x 16 blocks is more beneficial
at low rates, while 8 x 8 blocks are desirable at high rates.
Case 3 can adaptively choose the proper block size as
needed, so it obtains the best prediction at virtually all bit
rates. (Case 1has better prediction than case 3 at the very
lowest mode-decision bit rates, since it does not require
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an extra bit per non-SKIP macroblock to distinguish between the INTER and INTER+4V cases.)
The ultimate impact of the block size on the final objective coding fidelity is shown in Fig. 4. In this expcriment, the residual coding stage and the INTRA coding
mode were added to the scheme, producing a complete
encoder. A complete H.263 video coder (using annexes
D and F) was used for this experiment. The tendencies
observed for the case of motion compensation only (see
Figure 3) are also true here. Allowing a large range of
coding fidelities for MCP provides superior performance
over the entire range of bit rates. However, every extra bit
spent for motion compensation must be justified against
other coding decisions made in mode selection and residual coding [ 321.
Other Methods for Improving
Motion-Compensated Prediction

and an estimation-theoretic analysis with a focus on
OBMC was presented in [19]. A rate-distortion efficiency analysis including OBMC and B-frames was presented in [46], and an algorithm to take advantage of
MCP in an entropy-constrained framework was proposed in [47,48].
The second item, long-term memory MCP as proposed in [49], refers to extending the spatial displacement
vector utilized in block-based hybrid video coding by a
variable time delay, permitting the use of more frames
than the last prior decoded one for MCP. The long-term
memory covers several seconds of decoded frames at the
encoder and decoder. Experiments when employing SO
frames for motion compensation using the sequences
Foreman and Mother &Daughter show that long-term
memory MCP yields about 2 dR and 1 dB PSNR improvements in prediction error against the one-frame
case, respectively. However, in the long-term-memory

Besides block size variation to improve the MCP, various
other methods have been proposed. Examples of these
schemes include
1. Multi-hypothesis MCP
2. Long-term memory MCP
3. Complex motion models
The scheme used for the first item, multi-hypothesis
MCP, is that various signals are superimposed to compute the M C P signal. The multi-hypothesis motion-compensated predictor for a pixel location s E ai>?,
is
defined as

y i t h it,(,)
b e i n g a p r e d i c t e d pixel value a n d
I,,_,, (s - v , , , ~ . ,being
,)
a motion-compensated pixel from
a decoded frame An time instants in the past (normally
An = 1). This scheme is a generalization of Eq. (1) and it
includes concepts like subpixel accurate MCP [43, 441,
B-frames [4S], spatial filtering [4], and OBMC [ 16-19].
Using the linear filtering approach ofEq. ( l o ) ,the accuracy of motion compensation can be significantly improved. A rationale for this approach is that if there are P
different plausible hypotheses for the MV that properly
represents the motion ofa pixel s, and if each of these can
be associated with a hypothesis probability h,)(s), then
the expected value of the pixel prediction is given by Eq.
(10)-and an expected value is the estimator that minimizes the mean-square error in the prediction of any random variable. Another rationale is that if each hypothesis
prediction is viewed as a noisy representation of the pixel,
then performing an optimized weighted averaging of the
results of several hypotheses as performed in Eq. (10) can
reduce the noise. It should be obvious that ifan optimized
set ofweights {ha(s)1 is used in the linear combination
(Eq. ( l o ) ) ,the result cannot be worse on average than the
result obtained from a single hypothesis as in Eq. (1).The
multi-hypothesis MCP concept was introduced in [ 181,

'I=,
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A 3. Prediction gain vs. MV bit rate for the sequences Mother &
Daughter (top) and Foreman (bottom) when employing H.263
MV median prediction and original frames as reference
frames.
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case, the portion of the bit rate used for sending MVs
shows an increase of 30% compared to the one-frame
case [49]. Embedded in a complete video coder, the approach still yields significant coding gains expressed in
bit-rate savings of 23% for the sequence Fo~cmanand
17% for the SeqLIellCC Mot/Jcr & ' 1 h i W J / J f f Y dLlc tO the impact of long-term memory MCP when comparing it to
the rate-distortion optimized H.263 coder, which is outlined in this article [49].
Complex inotion inodels (the third item) have been
proposed by ,I great number of researchers for improving
motion compensation I-"+bmance. The main effect of
using a higher-order approximation of the displacement
\'ector field (e.g., using polynomial motion models) is increased accuracy relative to what is achievable with
t r a t i s 1:it i o t i a 1 i n o t i o n m o d e Is t h a t re 1 a t e t o
pieccu.ise-cotistant approximation. In [ S O ] and [ S 11, a
complete video codec is presented, where image segments are motion compensated using bilinear ( 12 parameter) motion models. The image segments partition a
video frame do\vn to a granularity of8 x 8 blocks. Kit-rate
savings of more than 25% were reported for the sequence
Foveman S 11.

Mode Decision
Hybrid video coding consists of the motion estimation
and the residual coding stages, and an interface between
them consisting of prediction mode decision. The task
for the residual coding is t o represent signal parts that
are not sufficiently approximated by the earlier stages.
From the viewpoint of bit-allocation strategies, the various prediction modes relate to various bit-rate partitions. Considering the various H.263 modes: INTRA,
SKIP, INTER, and INTEl<+4V, Table 1 gives typical values
for the bit-rate partition of motion and D F D texture
coding for typical sequences. The \vtrious modes in Table l relate to quite different overall bit rates. Since the
choice of mode is adapted to the scene content, it is
transmitted as side information.
Ifwe assume for the monient that the bit rate and distortion ofthe residual coding stage is controlled by the selection of a quantizer step size Q, then rate-distortion
optimized mode decision refers to the minimization of
the following Lagrangian functional

MV values from those ofncighhoring blocks and OKMC.
In [52, 531, Wiegand et al. proposed the exploitation of
mode decision dependencies betnwn macroblocks using
dynamic programming methods. Later work o n the subject that also included the option to change the quantizer
40
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A 4. Coding performance for the sequences Mother 6: Daughter
(top) and Foreman (bottom) when employing variable block
sizes.

Table 1. Bit-rate partition of the
various H.263 modes.

M>Qh
(11)

& , ( N ~ k ~ l , t ( P L

where, for instance, M E { I N T R A , S K I P , I N T E l I ,
INTER+4\'} indicates a mode chosen for a particular
macroblock, Q is the selected quantizer step size,
Zll,b( ( A ,M , Q ) is the SSD between the original
macroblock A and its reconstruction, and K,,,,. ( A ,M , Q)
is the number of bits associated with choosing M and Q.
A simple algorithm for rate-constrained mode decision minimizes Eq. (11)given all mode decisions of past
mncroblocl<s [26, 271. This procedure partially neglects
dependencies between macroblocks, such as prediction of
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\ralue on a macroblocl<-to-macroblocl< basis appeared by
Schuster and ICatsaggelos [S4].

Quantization
After DCT transformation, the residual signal must be
quantized t o form the final estimate. Ideallj7, the choice of
quantizer step size Q should be optimized in a
rate-distortion sense. Given a quantizer step size Q, the
quantization of the residual signal (the mapping of the
transformed samples .to quantization index values)
should also be rate-distortion optimized. The choice of
the quantizer output l e ~ e lsent for a given input value
should balance the needs of rate and distortion. A simple
way to do this is to move the decision thresholds of the

quantizer somewhat toward lower bit-rate indices [24,
25,551. This is the inethod used in the ITU-T test model
[ 331. Alternatively, a D + Wi decision can be made explicitly to choose the quantization index. However, in
modern video coders such as H.263 the bit rate needed to
represent a given quantization index depends not only on
the index chosen for a particular sample, but on the values
ofneighboring quantized indices as well (due to the structure of the coefikieiit index entropy coding inethod
used). The best performance can be obtained by accounting for these interactions [29]. In recent video coder designs, the interactions have become complex, such that a
trellis-based quantization technique may be justified.
Such a quantization scheme upas proposed by Ortega and
Ramchandran [S6], and a version that handles the more
Mobile-Calendar, QCIF, SKIP=2
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complex structure of the entropy coding ofH.263 has recently appeared [57, 581. Trellis-based quantization was
reported to provide approximately a 3% reduction in the
bit rate needed for a given level of fidelity when applied to
H.263-based DCT coding [57, 581.
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Choosing h and the Quantization Step Size Q
The algorithm for the rate-constrained mode decision can
be modified in order to incorporate macroblock
quantization step-size changes. For that, the set o f
macroblock modes to choose from can be extended by
also including the prediction mode type INTER+Q for
each macroblock, which permits changing Q by a small
amount when sending an INTER macroblock. More precisely, for each macroblock a mode M can be chosen from
the set
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(12)

As a further justification of our simple approximation
of the relationship between h MOI)l and Q, let us assume a
typical quantization curve high-rate approximation [59,
601 as follows

where, for example, INTEK+Q(-2) stands for the INTER
mode being coded with quantizer step size reduced by
two relative to the previous macroblock. Hence, the
macroblock Q selected by the minimization routine becomes dependent o n h
Otherwise the algorithm for
running the rate-distortion optimized coder remains unchanged.
Figure 5 shows the relative occurrence of macroblock
QUANT values (as QUANT is defined in H.263, Q is 2
QUANT) for several Lagrange parameter settings. The
Lagrange parameter h
is varied over seven values: 4,
25, 100,250,400,730, 1000, producing seven normalized histograms that are depicted in the plots in Fig. 5. In
Fig. 5, the macroblock QUANT values are gathered while
coding 100 frames of the video sequences Foreman, Mobile 8 Calendar, Mother 0Daughter, and News.
Figure 6 shows the obtained average macroblock
QUANT gathered when coding the complete sequences
Foreman, Mobile 0 Calendar, Mother 0DauJhter, and
New. The red curve relates to the function

At sufficiently high rates, a reasonably well-behaved
source probability distribution can be approximated as a
constant within each quantization interval [60]. This
leads readily to the typical high bit-rate approximation
L) (2 . QUANT) * / 12 . The approximations then yield

which is an approximation of the hnctional relationship
between the macroblock QUANT and the Lagrange parameter h
up to QUANT values of 25, and H.263 allows only a choice of QUANT E {1,2, ...,31}. Particularly
remarkable is the strong dependency between h Mol)t and
QUANT, even for sequences with widely varying content.
Note, however, that for a given value of h X,oI)E, the chosen QUANT tends to be higher for sequences that require
higher amounts of bits (Mobile 0Calendar) in comparison to sequences requiring smaller amounts of bits for
coding at that particular h,,,,, (Mother 0 Dau&
ter)-but these differences are rather small.

where c = 4 / (12a). Although our assumptions may not
be completely realistic, the derivation reveals at least the
qualitative insight that it may be reasonablc for the value
of the Lagrange parameter h h , O l ) ~ to be proportional to
the square of the quantization parameter. As shown
above, 0.85 appears to be a reasonable value for use as the
constant c.
This ties together two of the three optimization parameters, QUANT and h MOI)E . For the third, h h,O,,ON ,we
make an adjustment to the relationship to allow use of the
SAL) measure rather than the SSD measure in that stage
of encoding. Experimentally, we have found that an effec-
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where a is a constant that depends on the source pdf. The
can
minimization (Eq. (8)) for a given value of hhlO1)k
then be accomplished by setting the derivative of with
respect to D equal to zero. This is equivalent to setting the
derivative ofR(1)) with respect tol) equal to -1 / h
,
which yields
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tive such method is to measure distortion during motion
estimation using SAD and to simply adjust h for the lack
of the squaring operation in the error computation, as
given by
A I 0 I ION

=

Jh,,,.

(17)

This strong dependency that we have thus derived between QUANT, h Mol)t. ,and h M(I,ION offers a simple treatment ofeach ofthese quantities as a dependent variable of
another. For example, the rate control method may adjust
the macroblock QUANT occasionally so as to control the
average bit rate o f a video sequence, while treating h
and h h,O,lOS as dependent variables using Eqs. (13) and
( 17). In the experiments reported herein, we therefore
used the approximation (17) with the SAD error measure
for motion estimation and the approximation (13) with
the SSD error measure for mode decisions.

Comparison to Other Encoding Strategies
The I T U - T Video Coding Experts Group (ITU-T
Q. 1S/SG16) maintains an internal document describing
examples of encoding strategies, which is called its test
model [33, 611. The mode decision and motion estimation optimization strategies described above, along with
the method of choosing h MO1)E based on quantizer step
size as shown above were recently proposed by the second
author and others for inclusion into this test model [62,
631. The group, which is chaired by the first author, had
previously been using a less-optimized encoding approach for its internal evaluations [61], but accepted
these methods in the creation of a more recent model
[ 331. The test model documents, the other referenced
Q . l S documents, and other information relating to
ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group work can be found
o n an ftp site maintained by the group (ftp://standard.pictel.com/video-site). Reference software for the
test model is available by ftp from the University of British Columbia (ftp://dspftp.ee.ubc.ca/pub/tmn,with furt h e r i n f o r m a t i o n a t h t t p :/ / w w w . ece. u b c . ca/
spnig/research/motic,n/h263plus).
The less-sophisticated TMN-9 mode-decision method
is based on thresholds. It compared the sum of absolute
differences of the 16 x 16 macroblock ( W )with respect
to its mean value to the minimum prediction SAD obtained by an integer-pixel motion search in order to make
its decision between INTRA and INTER modes according
to whether

100 to bias the decision toward choosing the SKIP mode.
If the INTEli mode is chosen (i.e., if the inequality above is
not satisfied) the chosen integer-pixel M V is half-pixel refined. The MVs for INTER+4V blocks were found by
half-pixel refining the integer-pixel M V of the 16 x 16
blocks. Finally, the INTER+4V mode was chosen if
min{ SAD, (halfpixe1,S x 8))
l=O

< min{ SAD(halfpixel,l6 x 16)) - 200.

was satisfied, where min{SADz(halfpixel, 8 x 8)) is the
minimum SAD value of the z’th of the four 8 x 8 blocks.
The SKIP mode was chosen in TMN-9 only if the INTER
mode was chosen as better than the INTKA mode and the
M V components and all of the quantized transform coefficients were zero.
In the TMN- 10 rate-distortion optimized strategy, the
motion search uses rate-constrained motion estimation
i r first finding the best integer-pixel M V in the search
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When this inequality was satisfied, the INT1U mode
would be chosen for that particular macroblock. The
min{SAD(fullpixel,l6 x 16))value above corresponds to
the minimum SAL> value after integer-pixel motion compensation using a 16 x 16 motion compensation block
size, where the SAD value of the (0,O) M V is reduced by

(19)
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A 7. Coding performance for the sequences Mother & Daughter
(top) and Foreman (bottom) when comparing the TMN-9 to
the TMN- 10 encoding strqtegy
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range of f 1 5 pixels. Then, the best integer-pixel M V is
half-pixel refined by again minimizing the Lagrangian
cost functional for motion estimation given in Eq. (9).
This procedure is executed for both 16 x 16 and 8 x 8
blocks. The mode decision of TMN- 10 is then conducted
using the rate-distortion optimized niethod described in
this article.
The role of the encoding strategy is demonstrated in
Fig. 7 for the video sequences Mothev C??Daqhtev and
Foveman. The same syntax (H.263 using annexes D and
F) was used throughout, with changes only in the mode
decision and motion estimation coding methods. These
changes are:
A Case 1: TMN-9 inode decision and TMN-9 motion estimation
A Case 2: TMN-10 mode decision and TMN-9 motion
estimation
A Case 3: TMN- 10 mode decision and TMN- 10 motion
estimation
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A 8. Bit-rate partition of motion vectors vs. bit rate for the sequences Mother & Daughter (top) and Foreman (bottom)
when employing TMN- 10 mode decision and motion estimation.
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Case 2 has been included t o demonstrate the impact of
rate-constrained mode decision and motion estimation
separately. Comparing the three cases, we find that the
usage of the full-motion estimation search range of k15
pixels for the 8 x 8 block displacement vectors in
INTEK+4V mode provides most of the gain for the
TMN-10 encoding strategy. The INTER+4V prediction
mode is very seldom used in TMN-9, indicating that the
TMN-9 motion estimation and mode decision rules basically fail t o make effective use of this mode. in the highly
active Foreman sequence, TMN-10 (Case 3) uses this
mode for about 15% of macroblocks, whereas TMN-9
(Case 1) uses it for only about 2%.
The TMN-9 motion estimation strategy only permits
the use of half-pixel positions for the 8 x 8 block displacement vectors that immediately surround the previously selected 16 x 16block displacement vector that is searched in
a f 1 5 range. We have observed that using the full search
range for the 8 x 8 block displacement vectors leads to irnproved coding performance for the rate-constrained motion estimation, whereas for the T M N - 9 motion
estimation, using the full search for this small block size
would actually harm the TMN-9 results, since no rate co~istraint was employed in its search. Only adding a rate constraint to the motion estimation can allow the INTER+4\’
mode to perform with its full potential.
Figure 8 shows that the TMN-10 coder uses about
twice as many bits for motion than the other two coders
in order to obtain a better prediction so it can use less difference coding and still obtain an improvement in the
overall performance. This is partly because of more frequent use of the INTEK+4V mode and partly because of
the larger motion estimation search range considered for
the 8 x 8 blocks when the INTEK+4V mode is chosen.
In the TMN-10 strategy, the bit rate allocated to the
motion part ofthe infortnation increases as the overall bit
rate increases, which nialces intuitive sense. The TMN-9
motion estimation shows completely different and sometimes counterintuitive behavior. For the sequence Fovetnan, the MV bit rate actually decreases as overall bit rate
increases. This results from the fact that the TMN-9 tnotion estimation does not employ a rate constraint and that
motion estimation is performed using the reconstructed
frames (for TMN-9 as well as for TMN-10). As bit rate
decreases, these reconstructed frames get noisier, and,
since the regularization by the rate constraint is missing
for the TMN-9 motion estimation, the estimates for the
motion data get noisier and require a higher bit rate.
Rate-constrained mode decision, as employed in
TMN- 10, provides rather minor gains, but is conceptually simple and introduces a reasonably sinall computational overhead for some implementations. The overall
p e r h m a n c e gain of the iinproved niode decision and
niotion-estimation methods is typically around 10% i n
bit rate, or 0.5 dB in PSNR.
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Conclusions
We have described the structure of typical video coders
and showed that their design and operation requires a
keen understanding and analysis of the trade-offs between bit rate and distortion. The single powerful principle o f D + hR Lagrange multiplier optimization [22] has
emerged as the weapon of choice in the optimization of
such systems and can provide significant benefits if judiciously applied.
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